Your job is to find and define vocabulary words from the day’s reading. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 are for the class vocabulary words. Numbers 4 and 5 are for you to choose from the day’s reading. Write each word, the page number where the word is found, the sentence in which the word is used, and the word’s meaning. Use context clues (clues that you find in the reading) to figure out what each word means.

1. Word __________ Page #_____ Sentence from reading __________________________________________________________________________________________________

   Deinfer:
   Definition:

2. Word __________ Page #_____ Sentence from reading __________________________________________________________________________________________________

   Deinfer:
   Definition:

3. Word __________ Page #_____ Sentence from reading __________________________________________________________________________________________________

   Deinfer:
   Definition:

*4. Word __________ Page #_____ Sentence from reading __________________________________________________________________________________________________

   Deinfer:
   Definition:

*5. Word __________ Page #_____ Sentence from reading __________________________________________________________________________________________________

   Deinfer:
   Definition: